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Abstract

Non-rigid sheet metal assembly is widely used in manufacturing industries, such as

aerospace and autornotive industries. Lnproving product quality and reducing the cost are

main concerned issues for a manufacfuring company to achieve higher product

competitiveness in current global market. The dimensional quality of a non-rigid sheet

metal assembly is a crucial and yet challenging quality indicator due to the non-rigidity of

the sheet metal components. Although the product dimensional variation analysis and

process design for rigid assembly have been studied for rnany years, such study for

non-rigid assemblies is emerging, and also challenging. There relnain many uffecognized

and/or unsolved issues in the study of non-rigid assemblies. This thesis presents a number

of new, systematical, and generally applicable methods for analyzing and minimizing the

non-rigid sheet metal assembly variations.

Firstly, a novel fractal-based method for sheet metal assembly variation analysis is

developed to deal with the fraclalvariations of parls (i.e., component of an assembly)- The

surface microstructure of part variation is rnodeled by fractal geometry and its influence

on the final assembly variation is studied by modeling the sheet metal assembly process'

Next, a new methodology based on wavelet transfonn is proposed for analyzing the

contribution of variation components with various scales to the final assembly

dimensional variation, considering possible sources of variation frorn both parls and the

assembly process. It is more general and advantageous than the approach based on the

fraclal geornetry. The integrated procedure of wavelet transfonn and Finite Element

Method (FEM) for non-rigid assembly variation analysis is developed and irnplemented.

Its effectiveness is demonstrated via an application example.



Thirdty, a sirnultaneous optimization method for fixture layout and joint positions ts

developed. The optimization variables from both the product design (assembly joint

positions) and the production plan (the fixture layout) are included in the mathematical

model. The mode-pursuing sampling rnethod (MPS) is modified and ernployed to search

for the global optimal solution.

Finally, the elastic contact phenomenon in the sheet rnetal assembly process is

studied. A non-linear assembly dimensional variation analysis method is developed by

establishing the elastic contact rnodel between the assembly surfaces. The assernbly

dimensional variation analysis with and without contact rnodeling is respectively

conducted. The corresponding physical experiments are also carried out and used to

validate the contact FEM models.

The work enables us to gain more in-depth understanding on the characteristics of

the non-rigid sheet metal assembly dimensional variation. It provides not only the

fundamental analysis and modeling methodologies, but also the corresponding software

tools that can be easily integrated with rnost current general-purpose coÍlmercial FEA

packages (such as ANSYS and CAIIA). The developed approaches, technologies and

tools presented in this thesis can benefit both the academic research and industrial

applications on the design and manufacturing of non-rigid sheet metal assemblies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation of Research

Non-rigid sheet metal parts are often used in aircraft, automobiles, furniture, and

home appliances (Hu and Wu 1992, Ceglarek and Shi 1995). For example, an auto body is

often composed of hundreds of non-rigid sheet metal panels. These parts are large but

relatively thin; they tend defonn and comply with the forces experienced during the

assembly pïocess, mainly from clamping and joining. The final assembly's dimensional

variation control has been recognized as an impofiant factor in product quality assurance

(Ceglarek and Shi 1995, Chang and Gossard1997).

Unsatisfactory dimensional variations of the final product always decrease product

perforrnance and increase warrant costs, and cause many problerns such as rework, as well

as quality rejects and resulting engineering changes (Ceglarek and Shi 1995). For instance,

alarge vehicle door's variation may lead to the poor sealing, high closing effort, water

leaks, excessive wind noise, and so on. It is thus an important and interesting task to

predict the effects of part and tooling variations on the final product quality during the

early design stage (Camelio et al.200l).

A typical non-rigid sheet metal assernbly process is composed of many steps to join

two parts, while a product is built through a lot of corrnon assernbly operations. During

the assembly process, the product variation is influenced by many kinds of variation

sources, such as part flexibility, fixture location variation, assernbly tools variation, and

the propagation of such variations in assembly steps (Hu 1997, Hsieh and Oh 1991). These



variation sources cal vary and interact with each otheq resulting in complex analysis

problems.

Methods for analyzing assembly variation have been the subject of considerable

amount of research. The primary approaches that have been widely adopted include: the

worst case analysis, root surn squares or statistical analysis, and Monte Carlo sirnulation

methods (Greenwood and Chase 1988, Chase and Parkinson 1991, Lee and Woo 1990).

However, these methods are not directly applicable to non-rigid assernblies because all of

thern rely on the assumption that all the parts in assernbly are rigid. As discussed by

Taezawa (1980), the dimensional variation does not simply "stack up" as predicted by

these methods because parts defonn in non-rigid assemblies. The dimensional variation

analysis and control for non-rigid assemblies are apparently more difficult than that of

rigid assernblies.

The variation analysis for non-rigid assernblies is an emerging and challenging area

(Hu er al. 2003). There are in the literature a number of modeling and analysis approaches

for non-rigid assemblies to simulate the assembly processes and to analyze the assernbly

variation in the past a few years (Hu 1997, Hsieh and Oh 1997, Bihlmaier 1999, Huang

and Ceglarek2002, Carnelio et a|.2002b, Ceglarek et aL.2004, Dahlstrorn and Lindkvist

2004). Unfortunately, little investigation has been done for sheet metal assembly to

address the detail structure of part variation and its impact on final assembly quality,

nonlinear behavior of variation propagation, optimization of fixture layout and joint

(welding) positions, and so on.

The aim of this thesis is to develop new, systernatical, and generally applicable

methods for: identifying and rnodeling the detailed assembly variations, arralyzing fhe



nonlinear behavior of variation propagation, establishing the sûnulation methods for the

variation distribution of non-rigid assemblies, and optirnizing fixture layout and

joint/welding positions.

1.2 Literature Survey

It is well known that many factors influencing the final dimensional quality are

coupled together during the non-rigid sheet metal assembly process. These coupled

factors make it a complex and difficult task of rnodeling and analyzing sheet metal

assernbly quality. According to the report frorn Dahlstrom et al. (2002), the main variables

are divided into three main groups: the design concepts, variation, and process layout.

The design concept group includes pararneters that control the sensitivity of the

concept to variations, such as geornetry of parts, joint type, stiffness, and number of parts.

The variation group consists of two sources: part and process variation. Parl

variation includes variations that occur in the sheet rnetal parts during its manufacturing.

Process variation is defined as all variations introduced during the assembly process such

as fixturing and welding variations.

The process layout controls how variations are introduced to the assembly, including

variables such as welding configuration, assembly sequence, fixture design, and clamping

layout.

To date, many methods are proposed to study the variation and its propagation

during the assembly process, which are reviewed in the following subsections.



1.2.1 Dimensional Variation Modeling

Because rigid parts have negligible deformation during assembly, the parts and

tooling variation can be represented by lcineuratics relationships: translations and rotations.

While non-rigid parts will possibly deform during the assernbly process, the variation

models should include a force analysis, considering the stiffness of each parl and forces

exefted from each tool.

Since Takezawa (1980) observed that for non-rigid sheet metal assernblies the

traditional addition theorem of variation for rigid part assernblies was no longer valid,

several models have been proposed to represent the variation propagation on assembly

processes and the relationship among part dimensions and product characteristics. The

models for non-rigid assemblies can be divided into two different groups, depending on

whether the rnodels are for single station or multi-station analysis. Single station level

models treat the assernbly process as if it is conducted in one step. In contrast,

multi-station models analyze the process recursively as the assernbly is moved from one

station to the next.

With a single station model, Liu et al. (1996) and Liu and Hu (1991b) proposed a

rnodel to analyze the effect of defonnation and spring-baclc on assembly variation by

applying linear mechanics and statistics. Using finite element methods (FEM), they

constructed a sensitivity matrix for cornpliant parts of complex shapes. The sensitivity

matrix establishes the linear relationship between the incoming par| variation and the

ouþut assembly variation. Long and Hu (1998) extended this model to a unihed model for

variation sirnulation considering part variation and fixture variation.

Shui e¡ al. (1997) presented a simplif,red flexible beam representation of auto body



structures. The model was applied for dirnensional control of assembly process with

non-rigid parts for automotive body. They also used this kind of model to optirnize

tolerance allocation of sheet metal assembly (Shui et al. 2003). Ceglarek and Shi (1997)

also proposed a variation analysis rnethodology for the sheet metal assembly based on

physical / functional rnodeling of the fabricated error using a beam-based model. Ht et al.

(2001) developed a numerical simulation method for the assembly process incorporating

cornpliant non-ideal components. The effects of various variation sources were analyzed.

ln addition, Hsieh and Oh (1997) represented a procedure for simulating the

cornbined effects of deformation and dimensional variation in the elastic assembly. Sellem

and Riviere (1998) developed a methodology based on influence matrices taking into

account three different kinds of variation in the simulation: position, conformity, and shape

variability.

Bihlmaier (1999) and Stout (2000) applied spectral analysis and geometric

covariance in cornpliant assembly tolerance analysis, respectively. Camelio and Hu

(2002b) presented a method for predicting the variation in compliant assembly by using

the covariance matrix of the components. The method replaces the sensitivity rnatrix with

the variation vectors defined for each deformation mode identified from the covariance of

the components, thus reducing the number of FEM computations. Huang and Ceglarek

(2003) applied the discrete-cosine-transform fo analyze the modes of sheet metal part fonn

EITOT.

All of the above methods ignored the contact phenornenon in the sheet metal

assembly process. Currently, there are only few reports on the contact behavior in sheet

metal assemblies. Dahlstrom et al. (2002) indicted that the contact befween curved flanges



would affect the quality of sheet metal assembly, but they did not fur1her study this issue.

Lian et al. (2002) investigated the effect of elastic contact on variation transfonnation by a

sirnple beam stmcture assembly.

Mattikalli et al. (2000) described an approach that involved a model of contact

between compliant bodies based on variational inequalities to model the rnechanics of

assernbly. By solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem, the contact situation can be

resolved and the rnechanics of parts during assernbly can be obtained. The assernbly

variation, however, was not addressed.

Recently, Dahlstrorn and Lindkvist (2004) studied the contact modeling in the

method of influence coefficient (MIC) for variation simulation of sheet metal assernblies.

They described the steps in the contact algorithms and how it was used in MIC.

With a rnulti-station model, Liu and Hu (1995b) developed a model to evaluate the

spot weld sequence in sheet metal assernbly. This rnodel considered a process where

welding was carried out in multistage. Chang and Gossard (1997) presented a graphic

approach for multi-station assembly for non-rigid parts. Hu (1997) set up the "stream of

variation" theory for the autornotive body assembly variation analysis.

Ceglarek et al. (2004) rnade a detailed review on the "stream of variation" theory in

terms of the state space model, characterizing variation propagation in the multistage

assembly. Camelio et at. (200I) developed a methodology to evaluate the dimensional

variation propagation in a multi-station non-rigid assembly systetn based on linear

mechanics and a state space representation. Three sources of variation were analyzed,

including part variation, fixture variation, and welding gun variation.

Current rnethods, eithel at the single station level or the rnulti-station level, did not



address the detailed microstructure of component variations and its propagation in the

assembly process. Little is known about how the detailed microstructure of component

variations affects the assembly dimensional quality.

In the meanwhile, the existing studies on the contact problem of the sheet metal

assembly are fairly lirnited. The currently available methods in literature are difficult to

utilize in engineering practice, and never validated by physical experiments. The contact

rnodeling method of non-rigid sheet metal assembly towards dimensional variation

analysis is still under development.

Those issues regarding the detailed variation microstnrcture and the contact

rnodeling are very challenging when the high-precision analysis process for the non-rigid

sheet metal product design and manufacturing is required. The corresponding applicable

modeling and analysis rnethods regarding the influence of the detailed variation

microstructure and/or the assembly surface contact on the final product quality are

required for further investigation and validation.

1.2.2 Fixture Layout Design

Fixtures are used to locate and hold work pieces in a manufacturing process. In

general, {ixture elements can be classif,ied by functionality into locators and clarnps.

Locators establish the datum reference frame. Clamps provide additional restraint by

holding the part in position under the application of exterral forces.

ln general, a3-2-I locating scheme is used to uniquely locate rigid bodies (Lee and

Haynes 1987). The 3-2-l scheme constraints the six degrees of freedorn of parts.

According to this principle th¡ee locators are placed in primary plane, two in the secondary



plane and one in the tertiary plane. Howevet, Cai and Hu (1996a) and Cai et al. (1996b)

showed that an N-2-1 principle, i.e., N (rnore than 3) locators in the primary plane, was to

be applied to locate and support non-rigid sheet metal parts because of parl flexibility.

Fixture design is very irnportant for assembly process (Ht et al. 2003). One of the primary

concems of fixture design is determining the layout of the fixture elements such that the

spring-back defonnation of assemblies after releasing some fixture tools is rninirnized.

Fixture layout optimization design has been widely studied for rnachining process of

rigid/non-rigid parts (Lee and Hal.nes 1987, Menassa and DeVries 1991, I(ashyap and

DeVries 1999). The studies on fixture layout for non-rigid sheet metal assemblies have

also gained some successes. Currently, the nonlinear programrning methods and genetic

algorithms are the two often applied optimization rnethods.

Rearick et al. (1993) proposed an optimizaTion algorittun to obtain the optirnal

number and location of clarnps that rninimizeÍhe deformation of cornpliant parts. Cai et al.

(1996b) proposed the N-2-1 fixture principle for cornpliant sheet metal assembly. They

also presented an optirnization algorithm to find the optimal location for N fixtures that

minimized work piece deflection under a given force. The work piece deformation was

calculated by using FEA. Li et al. (2002) and Li et al. (2003) investigated the fixture

configuration design problem, focusing on the sheet metal laser welding process.

Dahlstrom and Carnelio (2003) proposed a general method to predict the effect of

fixfure design in compliant assernbly. It focused on the impact of fixture layout, as well as

locator and clamp positions on the dimensional quality of sheet metal assemblies. FEA and

design of computer experirnents are used to derive the response rnodels. The response

models are used To analyze the final assembly sensitivity to fixture, part, and tooling



variation for d ifferent as s emb ly conf,t gurations.

Camelio et al. (2002a) presented a new fixture design rnethod for sheet metal

assernbly processes. The proposed optimization algorittuns combined FEM and nonlinear

programming methods to find the optimal fixture position such that the assembly variation

was minimized.

Liao (2002) proposed a genetic algorithm (GA) - based optimization method to

automatically select the optirnal number of locators and clamps as well as their optimal

positions in sheet metal assembly fixtures. Lai et al. (200$ presented a method that

directly minimized work piece location errors due to its fixture elastic defonnation. They

developed a variation of genetic algorittun to solve the fixture layout problern.

Besides the fact that the fixture layout affects the assernbly dirnensional quality,

the joint positions in sheet metal assembly, coupled with the fixture layout, also impact the

f,rnal assembly variation. For instance, the joint configurations and three kinds of most

commonly used joints in sheet metal assembly: lap joints, butt joints, and butt-lap joints

were paratnetrically rnodeled and evaluated based on the assernbly variation levels in Liu

and Hu (1997a). Zhang and Taylor (2001) presented the optimization problem of a

spot-welded structure, whose optirnal position of the spot welds in the structure yielded the

maximum stiffness. To date, no literature is found on the study of the simultaneous

optirnization method for the fixture layout and joint positions of non-rigid sheet metal

assemblies, which will be studied in this thesis.

On the other hand, the simultaneous optirnization problem for fixture layout and

joint positions of non-rigid sheet metal assemblies is non-linear. The objective function is

like a "black-box" function and its properties are unknown. It is known that the



conventional gradient-based methods always give a local optimum for non-linear

problems and the gradient calculated frorn FEA is usually noisy and not reliable (Haftka et

al. 1998). For the Genetic Algorithms (GA), however, its application would be too

computation intensive since GA needs a large number of function evaluations and one

FEA process is required for each objective function evaluation. Therefore, a fast and

applicable global optimization algorittun needs to be identif,ied and / or developed.

1.3 Objectives and Scope of This Thesis

I)ue to the corlplexity o1 non-rigid sheet metal assembljes, thet'e are many

intelesting topics needed to be investigated. The research jn this thesis focuses on three

fundamental aLeas, shown in Figure I. I .

The first ob.jective is to apply some new mathematical tools: ftactal geornetry

(Mandelbrot 1983, Falconer 1990) and u,avelet analysis theory (Chui 1992, Mallat 1998)

to lnodel and identify the part manufacturing valiation. The sheet n:etal assembly pïocess

is simplifìeci and modelecl at f,rrst. The detajlecl structure of part v¿iriation ancl its jnfluence

on the fìnal assembly quality are analyzed.

The second objective is to develop a sirnultaneous optirnizatíon method for fixture

layout ancl joint positions. Firstly, the simultaneous optimization rnathelnatical model f-or

fixtule/joint position is established, and then the FEA metirod is utilized to cotnpute the

assembly variation under the part valiations and fixture variations. A globai optirnization

algolithrn is iclentifiecl to sealch the optimal positions of fixnrres and joints (in this r.vork

lhe Mode- Pursuing Sampling (MPS) method developed by Wang et al. (2004) is usecl).

10
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1.1 The research objectives and scope
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modelìng and physically experirnents, and to develop the non-linear dimensional variation

analysis methocl tbr sheet metal assemblìes by establishìng an elastic contact rnodel (Hills
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fixture/ìojnt position optimization l'or non-lìgid sheet metal assemblies by enrployìng

fractal geometry, rvavelet transfonl. contact analysis, and global optimization. The

investigation r.vill contribute to the deep understanding of the coupling influence of

component tìexibility, detailed part variation, and assembly tool variations on the fìnal

assembly geometry quality, anci the non-linear behaviour of assernbly variation

propagation in assembly process. This knowleclge as well as the methods and tools to be

developcci in this ttresis will basically enhancc the stucly of integrated design and

manufacture of non-r'igid sheet metal assemblies.

(2) Results and software tools from the studies in this thesis can be directly

transferred to the industry. Quality of some industrial products, such as aircraft,

automobiles, cell phones, and furniture is expected to substantially inprove by using the

results from this study. Market competitiveness of related entetprises will be increased.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is as follows.

Chapter 2 develops two different novel methods to investigate the propagation of the

detailed part variation and the influence of the component variation microsttucture on the

assembly dimensional variation by integrating the f,rnite element method with fi'actal

geometry or wavelet transform, respectively. The proposed methods are implemented by

using ANSYS and Matlab, and are respectively illustrated through the case study on the

assernbly of two flat sheet metal components.

Chapter 3 considers the influence of the fixture layout and the joint positions on the

assembly variation. The mathematical model of the fixture and joint position optirnization
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problem is first developed, and then the Mode-pursuing sampling method (MPS), one of

the powerful global optimization algoritLuns, is identified and proposed to solve this

optirnization problem.

Chapter 4 focuses on the contact problem of the non-rigid sheet metal assemblies. A

systematic procedure of the non-linear dimensional variation analysis for the sheet metal

assemblies is developed by using the contact finite element rnethod. The conclusions and

recommended future work are outlined in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Assembly Variation Analysis by Fractals and Wavelet Transform

2.1 Introduction

Dimensional quality is one of the most imporlant issues in the assembly of non-rigid

components, which is widely seen in aerospace and autornobile industries such as the

assembly of auto bodies and airfoils. Many factors involved in the assembly process have

impact on the assembly dimension variation, including the component variation, tool

variation, fixture layout, and assembly sequence. All types of variation accumulate and

propagate along with the assembly process (Hu and Wt 1992, Ht 1997 , Dalslrom et al.

2002).

In general, the component variation is recognized as a rnajor problern in elastic

assernbly processes. Its research and application issues have aftacted many researchers. A

number of methods and tools have been developed to simulate the assembly processes and

to analyze the assembly variation. For example, the influence coefficients method to

analyze the effect of component variation and assembly spring-back on the assernbly

variation by applying linear mechanics and statistics was proposed and studied in Liu and

Hu (1997b). This approach was extended to model the product variation in multi-station

assembly systerns by Carnelio et al. (2001). The "stream of variation" theory fol the

autornotive body assembly variation analysis was proposed in Hu (1997).

Ceglarek and Shi (1997) used a beam-based rnodel for the sheet metal assembly

valiation analysis based on physical / functional rnodeling of the fabricated error. Hsieh

and Oh (Igg7)represented a procedure for simulating the cornbined effects of defomation
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and dimensional variation in the elastic assembly. The fixture schemes in sheet metal

assernbly rnodeling was discussed in Cai et al. (I996b) and it was demonstrated that the

N-2-1 fixture scheme was better than the 3-2-1 schene for non-rigid assemblies.

Moreover, a method of using the covariance matrix of the components to predict the

variation in compliant assembly was presented in Carnelio and Hu (2002b). The method

replaces the sensitivity rnatrix with the variation vectors defined for each defonnation

mode identified from the covariance of the components, thus reducing the number of FEM

cornputations. In Huang and Ceglarel<(2002), the discrete-cosine-transfonn was applied to

analyze the modes of sheet metal part fonn enor.

However, the current methods did not address the detailed microstructure of

cornponent variations and its propagation in the assernbly plocess. Little is known about

how the detailed microstructure of component variations affects the assernbly dimensional

quality.

The rnain objective of this chapter is to firstly develop a method for investigating the

detailed microstructure of the part variation with hactal characteristics and its influence on

the final assembly dimensional variation by applying the f,rnite element method and fractal

geometry. Furthermore, another new analysis method based on the wavelet transfonn is

developed to handle part variations with more general complex microstmcture.

The fractal function, named Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (W-M) function (Majumdar and

Tien 1990, Liao and Lei 1999) and wavelet transfonn (Chui 1992, Mallat 1998) are

introduced in Section 2.2. The assernbly process rnodeling of sheet metal components and

subassemblies in a typical assernbly station is described in Section 2.3. The assembly

variation simulation procedure by fi'actals is proposed to deal with fractal part variations in
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Section 2.4. In Section 2.5, fhe method of applying wavelet transfonn to assembly

variation analysis for general part variations is developed and discussed. The approaches

developed in this chapter provide the applicable tools to analyze the irnpacts of the

detailed microstrucfure of component variations on the assembly dimensional quality.

2.2 Outlining Fractals and Wavelet Transform

2.2.1 lntr o duction of Fractals

It was the Polish mathematician Benoit B. Mandelbrot who first introduced the term

'fractal' (from the latin fractus, meaning 'broken') in 1975 to characterize spatial or

ternporal phenomena that are continuous but not differentiable (Mandelbrot 1983). Unlike

rnore familiar Euclidean constructs, splitting afractal into srnaller pieces shall result in the

resolution of more stmctures (Mandelbrot 1983, Falconer 1990). Self-similarity is the

ploperty thatfractal objects and processes inherit.

Fractal properties include scale independence, self-similarity, complexiry and

inf,rnite length I detail. It is well known thaf fractal structures do not have a single length

scale, while a single time scale cannot characterize fractal processes (tirne series).

Nonetheless, the necessary and sufficient conditions for an object (or process) to possess

fractal properties have not been fonnally defined (Falconer 1990).

Fractal theory provides methods to describe the inherent irregularity of natural

objects. In fractal analysis, a constant parameter D, known as the fractal (or fractional)

dimension, is treated as a relative rneasure of complexity, or as an index of the

scale-dependency of a pattern. Excellent summaries of basic concepts of fractal geomefy

can be found in Falconer (1 990).
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The fractal dimension is a statistical overall 'complexity' rneasurement. A

mathematical fractal is formally def,ined as any series for which the Hausdorff dimension

(a continuous function) exceeds the discrete topological dimension (Mandelbrot 1983).

Currently there are several kinds of methods, such as box counting, pair counting, and

power spectrum method to compute the fractal dimension for a given data set.

Topologically, a line is one-dimensional, that is D:1;the fraclal dimension of a plane is

D:2: andthe dimension of a fractal curve is | < D < 2, shown in Figure 2'1.

a) Line

D:1

ffi
b) Fractal curve

1 < D <2

c) Plane

D=2

Figure 2.7 Fractal dimensions of typical geometry entities

Nowadays, fractal geometry has been widely applied to study the non-linearity and

complexity of physical, chemical, biological, and engineering systems. For example, the

property of "seashore" can be rnodeled using fractals. On the other hand, some complex

patterns can be constructed by using iterative procedures. Figure 2.2 shows one example

of the process for the construction of the Koch Curve (Falconer: 1990).

A_^-
,,_ _,/ \_,,-,ù u.

Figure 2.2 Anexample of the Koch curve iterated twice (Falconer 1990). (a) A
line of unit length. (b) The line increases in length by 413. (c) The length is

again increased by 413, so it is now 16/9 of the initial unit length
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Curently, the fractal Brownian motion and fractal Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (W-M)

function are used extensively in engineering application because of their simple fonns

(Majurndar and Tien 1990, Liao and Lei 1999, Jrang et al. 2001).

The Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (W-M) function is often applied to study those

profiles which appear to have self- afhnity and self-similarity. The W-M function can be

written as equation (2.1) (Majumdar and Tien 1990)

Where

ftacÍal dimension of the prof,rle

scaling constant,

frequency modes, which correspond to the reciprocal of the wavelength,l

r" : l/)"" (2.2)

/17: corresponds to the low cut-off frequency of the prof,rle under tneasurement

r"t : l/L (Z:profile length) (2.3)

r : :I.5 (it is suitable and practicable for general fractal cases, see Majumdar and

Tien (1990))

The power spectrum density of the W-M function is very useful for the computation

of the parameters D and G, atd it can be statistically represented as:

D:

G:

nr'.

x(t)=G(D)\f yt:#
n =nt f

(2.r)

(2.4)

density follows the

a double logarithm

Equation (2.4) indicates that the

power law, namely the linear relation

W-M function pov/er spectrum

between loe(Ð and log (a;) in
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co-ordination. Since most engineering profiles are fractal, the fractal ditnension D and

scaling constant G are detennined by the power spectrum, and parameters D and G are

independent of frequency o, that means they are scale-independent. This is a typical

characteristic of fractal engineering profi les.

When given the measured data of a profile, the power spectrum density analysis

can be applied, and then the logarithmic transfonnation can be made. On the log-log

power law plot, the average slope (Æ) and y-intercept S, are obtained though linear

regression algorithms. The fractal dimension D and scaling constant G are most commonly

estimated from equations (2.5) and (2.6):

_ s-k
lJ 

-- 2

5u+log( 2log r)

G = e 2(D))

(2.s)

(2.6)

The fractal dimension D reflects the complexity degree of an engineering profile.

The procedure of applying the W-M functionto analyze the degree of fractal complexity

of the microstructure of the cornponent variation and to synthesize the component

variations will be presented in Section 2.4.

2.2.2 W av elet Transform Review

It is well known that Fourier transform is a popular method for signal processing

(Paulo et al. 2002). A signal can be represented as the sum of a series of sinusoids and

cosines by using Fourier transform. Since the sinusoids and cosines that comprise the base
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of Fourier analysis are non-local functions that have only frequency resolution and no time

resolution, the suitable signals for Fourier analysis should be stationary and their statistics

do not change with time. If we calculate the frequency composition of non-stationary

signal by Fourier theory, the results are the frequency composition averaged over the

duration of the signal, which cannot adequately describe the characteristics of the signals

in lower frequencies. Although we can use the short-time Fourier transform (STFT)

rnethod to deal with non-stationary signals, a high resolution in both time and frequency

domain is hardly reached.

Wavelet transform is a fundamentally different approach from Fourier theory (Mallat

1998, Chui 1,992). ln this novel transfonnation, a signal is not decomposed into its

harmonics, which are global functions that have support on [-co, +co], but into a series of

local basis functions called wavelets, which are of a wavefonn of effectively lirnited

duration and having an average value of zero. At the finest scale, the wavelets may be very

long. By wavelet transfonn, any particular local features of signals can be detected and

identif,red from the scale and the position of the wavelets. The structure of non-stationary

signals can be analyzed with local features represented by a close-packet wavelet of short

length.

Given a time varying signal/(r), wavelet transform (WT) consists of computing a

coefficient that is the irurer product of the signal and a family of wavelets. ln the

continuous wavelet transfonn (CWT), the wavelet base is constructed by dilating and

translating a single function W Q) e Lt(R), which is named the mother function and has a

zefo aveTage

[lwrof dt <+*
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and

I
)w(t)dt =o (2.8)

The wavelet base or wavelets can be written as equation (2.9)

t (t-b\
W^;Ft'l;1 a,be R,a+O (2.9)

where a and b are the dilation (scale) and translation parameters, respectively. The factor

fr 
rt for energy nonnalization.

The continuous wavelet transfonn of function/(l) at scale a and position ó is def,rned

as follows:

wr4,b)= Irr,>¡",uu)at (2.r0)

where "*" denotes the complex conjugation.

With respectfo yyr(o,b) , the signal/ (t) can be reconstructed by

.f (r) = [ r r *,@, b) 

#tw(4) 
a oar, (2.rt)

where C, is calculated by equation (2.12)

c,,,= Slv?¡)l'dø<+* (2.r2)vJoA

In equation (2.12), ty(a) is the Fourier transfonn of ry (t).

Similar to the Fourier transfonn, Wr@,b) and f (t) constitute a paft of wavelet

transform.

When a : l, b : k 2i,¡, ke Z,the wavelets are given by
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!,
W.,=2rW(2't-k) (2.13)
t J,k

The discrete wavelet transfonn (DWT) is defined as follows:

cj,o= !"t{ùty ,r{,)a, Q.t4)

where C,,o it defined as the wavelet coefficient. It rnay be considered as a tirne-frequency

map of the original signal/(l).

Multi-resolution analysis is used in discrete scaling function:

,_Ì;
Q,,r:2 'ø(2' t - k) els)

where ø(t) has a relationship with r¿ (l) which is described by their Fourier transforms in

the equation (2.16)

l4@t)l'= flly@a)l'zda e.r6),þD A0

where aois a specific scale level (constant).

The equation (2.16) shows that the scaling function ø(t) is aL aggregation of

wavelets at the scales larger thanao.

The scaling functions and the wavelets have the following orthogonal properties

(Mallat 1998):

1) The scaling functions are olthononnal to each other at the sarne scale.

[ø,.,,{r).Q¡,,,,(t)dt = 6(m - ò ={ l' 'f m=n

¡ ù, ,f m+n Q'17)

2) The scaling functions are orthonormal to the wavelets at the same scale

[ ø ,,,, {r) ' w ¡,,, (t) dt = o (2.18)
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By using the discrete scaling function 
Ø ,,0{Ð,the 

signal/ (t) canbe decornposed

as the following equation

d,,o= [rulØ.,,0{ùa'

where d.,,rrt called the scaling coefficient.

Wavelet coefficients C j,k (l: I,2, ...,J) and the scaling coefficient d ,,o"unb"

fur1her represented as follows

3) The wavelets at all scales are ofthonormal

[wt,,,(t)'w¡,,,(t)dt = 6(nt-r, = { h, '1, T:,

ci,o=lfrah,r"-/kl

C¡+t,r=Zel"-zkld.¡,

and

d,,o=lnøg rn-2'k) (2.22)

wheref ln) is the discrete-time signal; h,l" - )r k) are the analysis discrete wavelets, and

the discrete equivalents to 2-i't V(2-i t - k) ; g ,1, - 2' ltlare called the scaling sequence

(Mallat 1998).

At each resolutionj > 0, the scaling coefficients and the wavelet coefficients can be

written as follows:

(2.te)

(2.20)

(2.2r)

(2.23)
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d ¡ 4,, = Zl'tl" - 2lc) 6J,,,, (2.24)

The above two equations state that the scaling coefficients on the scale j can be

decomposed into the wavelet coefficients and the scaling coefficients on the next higher

scaleT*1. Therefore, the scaling coefficients on the scaleT can be also reconstructed by the

wavelet coeff,icients and the scaling coefficients on the scalej+1

d,,o=Znvt -2nf d,*,,,+lslk -2rf c,*,,u (2.2s)

The tenns f and ¡ in equations (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25) can be considered as

high-pass and low- pass filters derived frorn the analysis of wavelets and the scaling

function, respectively.

From equations (2.23), (2.24) and (2.25), it is found that the wavelet decornposition

and reconstruction is calculated with discrete convolutions (Mallat 1998, Chui 1992).

Figure 2.3 shows the decomposition and reconstruction process of three-level wavelet

transform. By applying such wavelet transfonn, a given signal can be decomposed into

cornponents in different levels, and also can be reconstructed by these cornponents. In the

rnulti-resolution analysis, the components synthesized by the scaling coeff,rcients and the

wavelet coefficients are called approxirnations and details, respectively. The frequencies

of cornponents in higher levels (i.e., higher scale) are less than those of components in

lower levels (i.e., lower scale), but in the same level, the frequency of detail is def,rnitely

greater than that of approxirnation.
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Signal¡

Level 1

Level 2

Level3

a) Decornposition process b) Reconstruction process

Figure 2.3 Three-level wavelet transform: decomposition and reconstruction process

Arnong many wavelet families, the Daubechies wavelet base is the most coÍunon

orthogonal wavelet base and is widely applied in signal processing. In the Section 2.5,lhe

Daubechies wavelets will be applied To analyze the part variations with general rnulti-scale

microstructure.

2.3 Non-rigid Sheet MetalAssembly Modeling

In order to analyze the non-rigid assembly variation in a typical assernbly station, it

is necessary to rnodel the actual complex assembly process. One of the rnost widely used

approaches to model an assernbly process is the mechanistic simulation rnethodology

developed by Liu and Hu (1997b). This methodology is based on the following

assumptions on the assembly procedure:

1) All of the process operations occur simultaneously;

2)The cornponent defonnation is linear and elastic;
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3) The component material is isotropic;

4) Fixtures and tools are rigid;

5) No or negligible thermal deformation occuls during the assembly process; and

6) The stiffness matrix remains constant for deformed component shapes.

a) Parl variation from nominal destgn

l 
---.rou 

I
,l .-1h't 

-F

b) Clamping part into nominal position

Spring-back force

4 ltr h

¿ T

c) Joining parts tngether d) Releasing clamp and subassernbly spring-back

Figure 2.4The non-rigid assenbly process

The assembly processes of components and subassemblies in a typical assembly

station can be illustrated by Figure 2.4, andrepresented as the following steps:

Ð Placing components (Figure 2.4a)

Components are loaded and placed on fixtures using a locating scheme (Figure 2.4a).

Since the fabrication error of components is a natural phenomenon in component

manufacturing, the cornponent variation {ð"} offset fiom the design nominal will

inevitably cause the initial rnatching gap. Here, index z refers to un-joined components.

The N-2-1 (N>3) f,ixture scherne not 3-2-I scheme (shown in Figure 2.5) is utilized to

assure the dimensional quality because of the assembly defonnation (Cai et al.I996 b).
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operation. It is reasonable to assulne that the spring-back force {F.'} is equal to the

clamping force {F,}. Therefore, applying FEM to get the component and assembly

stiffness matrix, the value of spring-back variation {ô*} can be calculated by removing

displacement boundaries both at clamping points and the releasing fixture locations to

simulate clarnps/fixtures release, as described in the following equations (2.27)-(2.30):

{F*} : [K*] {ô*}

{F*} = {F"}

{ô*} : tK*l-' [K"] {ô,}

{ô*} : {S,*} {ð"}

(2.27)

(2.28)

(2.2e)

(2.30)

where {S,*} is the sensitivity matrix. lndex w represents the assembly variation at

the measurement points. {S,*} represents the linear mapping relationship befween

the assembly variation and the component variation.

For a given specific assembly process and station, getting the stiffness matrix lIÇ]

and [K*] by using commercial FEM software is the key issue to the assembly variation

analysis procedure, because most software provides no direct rneans for users to access

and operate the FEM stiffness matrix. The influence coefficients method, which is

developed by Liu and Hu (I997b), could be used to indirectly construct the sensitivity

rnatrix {S,*} if the comrnercial FEM software embeds an application-oriented

development language. In fact, this method uses FEM to compute the stiffness rnatrix [I(]

and [K*], and obtains the sensitivity rnatrix {S"*} by Eq. {Su*}: [K*]-t [K,].

The procedure to achieve the stiffness matrix of assernbly andlor component can be

described as follows: a unit force is applied at each source of variation with the sarne

direction of the deviation; FEM is then used to calculate the response at sorne specific
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points; after such response computation for all sources of variation, a response matrix can

be constructed; the stiffness matrix can be obtained by inverting the response matrix since

it is s1'rnmetric. Details about this method are in the Liu and Hu 1997b).

2.4 Assembly Variation Analysis Method by Fractals

The dimensional quality of product assembly is one of the most concemed issues in

modem product design and manufacturing. Applicable and effective approaches to

analyze the detailed variation structure in the tolerance zone and its irnpact on the product

dimensional quality are demanded for high-precision product design. Since the non-rigid

assembly is widely used in industry and the current dimensional variation analysis

methods are not applicable in this situation, a new method based on the fractal W-M

function is firstly developed in this section to deal with fractal part variations and provide

an applicable way for the high precision non-rigid sheet metal assembly variation analysis

and control.

2.4.1 Component Variation Microstructure Modeling Using W-M function

It is inevitable that any manufactured cornponent has fabrication variations due to

uncertainties in manufacturing systems (Majurndar and Tien 1990, Liao and Lei 1999).

The rnaximum and minimum of deviation should be identified under strict measurement

and control so that the final product can satisfy the design requirements. Recent studies

show that not only the amount of manufacturing variations but also the variation's

microstructure influences a component's performance and function (Majumdar and Tien

1990, Jiang et al.200I).
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The microstructure of manufacturing variation for non-rigid components is

investigated in this chapter by using the fractal W-M function in order to numerically

analyze the effect of the variation microstructure on the final assembly dirnensional

quality.

The microstructure of component variation is very complex. Experiments show that

most engineering surfaces / profiles appear to be irregular, and the portion of surfaces /

prof,rles looks similar to the whole as it is amplified (Falconer 1990, Jiang et al. 200I).

Even on a very small scale, the surfaces / profiles are obviously irregular. Self-affinity and

self-similarity are the main characteristics of the topography of most engineering surfaces

/ profiles. Therefore, we can use such topography characteristics of a component profile to

analyze the microstructure of component variation.

The fractal W-M function is widely used in engineering profile analysis since it has a

sirnple mathematical equation and is easily understood. In W-M function, there are two

main parameters, i.e. the fractal dimension D and scaling constant G. D refl,ects the

cornplexity degree of an engineering profile.

The W-M function is utilized in this study to analyze the degree of fractal cornplexity

of the microstmcture of the component variation, and to synthesize the component

variations. The procedure is illustrated in Figure2.6.The synthesized component variation

has the same fractal characteristics as the original, and statistically reflects the uncertainty

in manufacturing system. Since it is represented by the W-M function, the synthesized

variation can be easily applied for fui1her analysis of the assernbly variation.
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Microstructure of
part var¡at¡on

FraEal parametersW-M analysis
(power speclrum
density method)

Measured data
Reconstructed variat¡on

W-M synthesis
(DandG)

Figure 2.6 Procedure of component variation modeling by W-M function

From the viewpoint of manufacturing, different fractal dimensions D corresponds

to different manufacturing conditions. For exalnple, a grinding profile generally has a

smaller fractal dimension D than a milling profile (Majumdar and Tien 1990, Liao and Lei

1999, Jiang et al. 2001), so in general the quality of a grinding prof,ile is better than that of

a rnilling prof,ile. Therefore, it is possible to make a good manufacturing plan by analyzing

the microstructure of component variation.

2.4.2 Assembly Variation Simulation Procedure by Fractals

Based on the four steps of the assenbly process of components and subassemblies in

a typical assembly station (shown in Figure 2.4) and the rnethod on the component

variation rnodeling by using the W-M function, the assembly variation simulation

flowchart is summarized in Figure 2.7.

The entire analysis procedure shown in Figure 2.7 consists mainly of two porlions.

One is the microstrucfure modeling of the component variation by using the W-M function;
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another is the four-step assembly process simulation based on the finite element analysis

rnethod.

In fact, the W-M function statistically represents the component variation, and it can

be one of the displacement boundaries in FEM; thus, the defomation due to component

variation can be computed through equation (2.30) derived in Section 2.3.

Generally, the FEM rnodel can be created by "rnap-rnesh" with strucfural elements

so that the jointed spots are definitely together. The minirnum clamping force is dependent

on the material property and dimensions of the components. Since focus is on the

microstructure of component variation and its contribution to the final product dimension

variation, it is apparent that the rnore flexible the component material and the smaller the

cornponent dimensional size, the more prominent the influence will be. Therefore, it is

irnportant to develop high-precision dimensional variation modeling and analysis for

non-rigid assemblies with large compliant parts.

Figure 23 Flowchart of the assembly variation simulation procedure

Clempiìg ports to nomiLoJ. position

Artrbrziïg flLÉ
det¡ììpd -¿alinti¡n
bypower qreËtrurn
density method

Gap cJosedby joinilg/welding tnnl

Clnmping force calcul:¿tedby FEM
itrleÌrrltg loH-bg ptot

Toolirg releesing

Computilg froL:taI
po.rameters D ü'd G

Sprirrg b,rck c,rlculutr:d by FEIVI
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The component joining process is sirnulated through coupled nodes in the FEM

model, while the tool releasing process is simulated by removing the displacement

boundaries at the released clarnp / f,rxture points. The whole assembly process is assumed

to be non-frictional and linear.

For non-rigid assembly, it is often to detennine a set of points on components to be

critical points (CPs) that are used to assure the assembly dirnensional quality (Hu 2001).

The characteristics of the CPs usually significantly affect the fargef value of the controlled

variation, the performance of component function, and customer satisfaction. However, it

is difficult to decide on the locations of CPs. The determination of CPs relies on such

factors as the component shape, assembly process, component or subassembly

performance, and assembly variation requirements.

The proposed assembly variation simulation procedure shown in Figure 2.7 provides

a method to analyze the fractal rnicrostrucfure of the cornponent variation and its influence

on the product assembly variation. It can be irnplemented by using the software ANSYS

and Matlab. ANSYS is used to generate the FEM model, compute component defonnation

and the clamping force, sirnulate the joining and releasing process, calculate the spring

back, and get the assernbly variation; while the Matalb can be applied to develop the

prograrn for the component variation analysis and synthesis procedures. It is very effective

and fast to obtain the fi'actal rnicrostructure of component variation by using the W-M

function.

2.4.3 C¡se Study: Assembly of Two Flat Sheet Metal Components

An assembly of two identical flat sheet metal components by lap joints is selected as
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an example to verify the proposed approach. Assuming that these fwo components are

manufactured under identical conditions, their fabrication variations are expected to be

identical. The task then is to find the variation at each point in the assembly that

corresponds to the microstructure of the component variation.

1,) Component geometry and material

The size of the flat sheet metal components used in this case sfudy is 100x 100x lmm.

Suppose that the component material's Young's modulus E:2.62e+4 N/mm2 and Poison's

ratio v:0.3.

Figure 2.8 Assembly of two flat sheet metal components

2) Fixture and joining scheme

Due to the flexibility of the sheet metal components, the N-2-1 (N > 3) style of

fixfure scheme (Cai et al.I996 b) is adopted to each component in this example (shown in

Figure 2.8). The positions of syrnbol 'Â'indicate the f,ixfure locations. All pair joint spots,

indicated by sgnbol 'x', are sirnultaneously assembled together.
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3) Component variation modeling

A variation signal from the component profile (shown in Figure 2.9) is sampled by

using a Coordinate Measurernent Machine (CMM). For the measured data of the

component variation, the mean variation is computed first, and then the detailed variation

is modeled by using the W-M function. The mean variation is 0.5mm. The log-log power

spectrum density of the detailed variation is obtained in Figure 2.10, and the fractal

parameters computed from Figure 2.I0 are given in Table2.1. The variation synthesized

by using the W-M function is shown in Figure 2.11. The sl.nthesized part variation has the

same fractal characteristics as the original CMM measured part variation, and the

microstructure of part variation is also fuither quantitatively represented by the fractal

parameters of W-M function. The analysis and synthesis programs are developed using

Matlab.
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Figure 2.9 The sampled component variation
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Figure 2.10 The log-log power spectrum density of detailed variation
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4) FEA modeling

The FEA model of the assembly of two flat sheets, shown in Figure 2.12, is created

in ANSYS by assuminglhaf srnall elastic deformation does not significantly change the

component geometry size. The element type is SHELL63. The number of elements and the

number of nodes are 128 and 162, respectively. There are 9 pairs of nodes to be connected

together in this model, corresponding to the 'x'symbols inFigxe2.l2.

Figure 2.l2The FEA model of two flat sheet metal assemblies

Table 2.2 Tool releasing schemes

Scheme I Scheme 2 Scheme 3

Releasing all clamps Releasing clamps +
partial frxtures (4, C
and D, see Figure
2.12) on partl

Releasing clamps + all
fixtures (4, B, C and
D, see Figure 2.12) on
oartl

Assernbly variation
due to mean
component variation

Assembly variation
disfribution shown
Figure 2.13 al)

ln
Assembly variation
distribution shown
Figure 2.13 a2)

1n

Assembly variation
distribution shown in
Figure 2.13 a3)

Assembly variation
due to detailed
component variation

Assernbly variation
distribution shown in
Figure 2.13 bl)

Assembly variation
distribution shown in
Figure 2.13 b2)

Assembly variation
distribution shown
Figure 2.13 b3)

tn
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5) Computational results

After the FEM model for simulating the assernbly process and the microstructure

characteristics of the component variation are obtained, the assembly variation that results

from the detailed component variation can be computed by using equation (2.30) derived

in Section 2.3.In this example, corresponding to the mean variation and the detailed

variation in the component profile, the assernbly variation distribution (Figure 2.13) is

obtained under three different tool-releasing schemes respectively (see Table 2.2). The

computational procedure is coded by APDL (ANSYS Parametric Design Language) in

ANSYS.

Frorn Figure 2.13 ai) - b3) we can see that the component variation propagation

heavily relies on the assembly process. Different tool releasing scheme results in quite

different assembly variation distribution. The complete fixture releasing scheme (Scheme

3 in Table 2.2) generates much larger assembly variation than the partially fixture

releasing scheme (Scheme 2 in Table 2.2). Therefore, it is necessary to design the

assembly process that meets the product dimensional tolerance.

ln addition, the assembly variation caused by the detailed cornponent variation is

considerable, which is also asymmetrical even if the assembly condition is symmetrical. It

is because the microstmcture of component variation is complex and asynmetric,

demonstrating fractal characteristics.

Some CPs in components are determined to check the influence of component

variation on the assembly dimensional quality. In this example, suppose that there are 3

CPs (shown in Figure 2.12). The assembly variations of these 3 CPs under 3 different

tool-releasing schemes are extracted from computation results (see Figure 2.I3), and are
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shown in Figure 2.I4.It can be seen from Figure 2.I4lhat both assembly variations caused

by the mean and the detailed component variation increase as more fixtures are released.

The contribution of the detailed variation microstructure to the f,inal assembly variation is

signihcant for Scheme 3. Thus, the incorporation of the analysis of microstructure of

cornponent variation can give a Írore accurate prediction of the hnal assembly quality.

2.5 Assembly Variation Analysis Method by Wavelet Transform

The fractal- based method presented in Section 2.4 is applicable and effective to

rnodel and analyze the microstructure of part variations with fractal characteristics, but it is

not accurate to handle the part variation with general multi-scale microstructures which

result from the uncertainties in manufacturing process. Knowing the multi-scale

microstructures of part variafion can help one to identify the characteristics of each

variation source and its contribution to the f,inal assembly variation. ln this section, a new

method based on wavelet transform is developed to deal with the general part variation and

analyze its multi-scale microstructure's irnpact on the f,inal assembly quality.

2.5.1 Component Variation Microstructure Analysis by Wavelet Transform

Based on the theory of wavelet transform rnentioned in Section 2.2.2, a given signal

can be analyzed by choosing a suitable wavelet base and the desired decornposition level.

In the past decades, many wavelet bases with different characteristics have been developed.

The Daubechies wavelet base is the most common orthogonal wavelet base and is widely

applied in signal processing (Mallat 1998). Figure 2.15 shows the scaling function and
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wavelet function of Daubechies of order 2,6 and 10. The higher order of Daubechies will

result in better arnplitude transmission.
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Figure 2.17 The wavelet analysis of the part variation of different components by db10

The profile variation of manufactured parls can be considered as a signal (Jtang et al.

2001). This variation signal may be non-stationary due to the uncertainties in

manufacturing systern. Figure 2.16 shows a measured sample prof,rle variation of a flat

sheet metal part from Jiang et al. (2001). By applying wavelet function of Daubechies of
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order 10 (db10), the part variation showed in Figure 2.16 canbe decornposed into different

components. Figure 2.17 shows its decomposition up to level 3. It represents that 4

different components in part variation are identified, including level 3 approximation (43),

level 3 detail (D3), level2 detail (D2), and level I detail (D1). Choosing the decomposition

level depends on the specific problern at hand and the goal you want to reach. Once the

different frequency components in part variation are available, their contribution to the

final non-rigid assembly variation can be further investigated.

2.5.2 Assembly Variation Simulation Procedure

Based on the four steps of the assembly process of cornponents and subassernblies in

a typical assembly station (shown in Figure 2.4) and the method on the component

variation analysis by using the wavelet transform, the non-rigid assembly variation

simulation flowchart is sumrnarized in Figure 2.18.

The entire analysis procedure shown in Figure 2.18 consists mainly of two portions.

One is the component variation analysis by using the wavelet transform; another is the

four-step assembly process simulation based on the finite element analysis method.

The proposed assembly variation simulation procedure shown in Figure 2.18

provides a method to analyze the different scale components of part variation in the

tolerance zone and their contributions to the f,inal assembly variation. It can be

irnplemented by using the software ANSYS and Matlab. ANSYS is used to generate the

FEM rnodel, compute component deformation and the clamping force, simulate the

joining and releasing process, and calculate the spring back and the assembly variation.

Matlab is applied to develop the program for the cornponent variation analysis.
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l\4easru ed variation data

Choosing rv¡rv-elet base and the scale levels

C ondtrcting r¡'avelet transfoun

Part r.ariation conrponeuts rvitl
rlifferent scales

Claurping folce calculated b¡. !'B¡1'¡

Tooling releasing

Sprürg bacli calculated by FEI\,I

Assembþ variation

Clamping parts to norninal position

Gap close d by joining,'rve kling tool

Figure 2. 18 Flowchart of the assembly variation simulation procedure

2.5.3 Case Study: Assembly of Two Flat Sheet Metal Components

An assembly of two identical flat sheet metal components by lap joints, shown in

Figure 2.8, is selected as an example to verify the proposed approach. Its FEA model is

shown inFigtre2.l2.

Suppose we have the measured variation signal frorn the component prof,ile and its

decornposition by wavelets db10 (see Figure 2.16 and Figure 2.17). The assernbly

variation that results from different scale components of part variation can be computed by

the procedure shown in Figure 2.18.

In this numerical simulation, corresponding to the 4 different cornponents of part
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variation, the assembly variation distribution (Figure 2. i 9) is obtained, respectively, when

releasing all fixtures in Part 1. The assernbly variations of 3 CPs (shown in Figure 2.12)

are also extracted from computation results, and are shown in Figure 2.20. The

computational procedure is coded byANSYS APDL.

From Figure 2.19 and Figure 2.20 we can see that different scale components of part

variation have different impact on the final assembly variation. The main component, i.e.

the level 3 approximation (43) of part variation in this case study, contributes rnuch more

than other detailed components (D3,D2, and D1). Moreover, the influence of the detailed

components to the f,inal assembly variation can not be ignored. For exarnple, the

contribution of D1 to the assemblyvariation of CP3 is about Vqof that of 43, see Figure

2.20. Furtherrnore, it is also revealed in this case study that the detailed cornponent D2 has

a higher contribution than D3 and D1.

Since the different components of part variation are resulted from a kind of

uncertainties in manufacturing system, the uncertainty that coresponds lo D2 can be

identified by detecting the signal that has the same frequency characteristics as D2.

Therefore, it can enable one to find the uncertainty's cause and take action to control it.
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assembly station is described. At last, the assembly variation simulation procedure by

fractals and wavelet transfonn is developed and illustrated by examples.

It is the hrst time that the irnpact of the detailed microstructures of part variation on

the final non-rigid sheet metal assembly dimensional quality is modeled by fractals and

wavelet transform. lnsight on the detailed part variation propagation during the assembly

process is provided. The approaches developed in this chapter contribute to the researches

and engineering applications in high-precision non-rigid sheet metal product design and

manufacturing.
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Chapter 3

Simultaneous Optimization for Fixture and Joint Positions

3.1 Introduction

ln the assernbling of non-rigid sheet metal components, fixtures are indispensable to

locate and hold a work piece. Fixture design is very important for an assernbly process (Hu

et a|.2003). One of the prirnary concerns for fixture design is detennining the layout of the

fixture elements so that the spring-back deformation of assemblies is minirnized after

releasing some fixfures.

Many researchers have addressed the fixture layout optimization. Rearicl< et al.

(1993) proposed anoptimization algorithrn to obtain the optirnal number and location of

clarnps that minimize fhe deformation of compliant parts. The N-2-1 fixture principle for

the compliant sheet metal assembly was proposed by Cai et al. (7996b). In their work, an

optirnization algorithm to find the optirnal location for N fixtures that minimize the work

piece deflection under a given force was also presented. The work piece deformation was

calculated by using FEA.

A general method to predict the effect of fixture design in cornpliant assembly was

proposed in Dahlstrom and Camelio (2003). It focused on the impact of fixture layout, as

well as locators and clamp positions on the dimensional quality of sheet metal assemblies.

FEA and design of computer experiments were used to derive the response models. The

response models were used to analyze the final assembly sensitivity to f,rxture, part and

tooling variation for different assernbly configurations. A genetic algorithm (GA)-based

optimization method was studied in Liao (2002) to autornatically select the optimal

number of locators and clamps as well as their positions for sheet metal assemblies. In
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addition, Lai et al. (2004) presented a method that directly minimized work piece location

errors due to its f,ixture elastic defonnation. They developed a variation of genetic

algorithrn to solve the fixture layout problem.

The joint position in sheet metal assembly also impact on the final assernbly

variation. Liu and Hu (1997a) perfonned a study of joint perfonnance in the sheet metal

assembly. Since different joint configurations have different performance characteristics,

they considered the level of dimensional variation in the assembly as one of the

performance criteria. Three kinds of rnost commonly used joints in sheet metal assembly:

Iap joints, butt joints, and butt-lap joints were parametrically modeled and evaluated based

on the assembly variation levels. Lee and Hahn (1996) conducted a comparison study on

the existing joint technology, such as discrete fasteners, metal welds, and adhesive bonds

that are commonly used in the design and assembly of transportation systems. Bhalerao et

al. (2002) also discussed the FEM method and techniques for analyzing the functionality

of a variety of joints. Zhang and Taylor (2001) presented the optirnization problem of a

spot-welded structure, whose optirnal position of the spot welds in the structure yielded the

maximum stiffness or fatigue life. But they did not address the influence ofjoint positions

on the assembly defonnation.

The above methodologies only focused on or sepffately studied fixture layout or

joint conf,rgurations optirnization. To date, no reports are found on the integrated design

and production processes of non-rigid sheet metal assemblies.

The objective of this chapter is to establish the mathematical model of the

simultaneous optirnization problem of the fixture layout and joint positions based on the

non-rigid sheet metal assembly process rnodeling. The fixture and joint positions are
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considered as the sources ofassernbly variation and treated as the design variables in this

study since they affect the final assernbly dimensional quality. The Mode-pursuing

sampling rnethod (MPS), one of the global optimization algoritluns, is used to solve the

optimization problem. The irnplernentation of this approach by integrating ANSYS and

Matlab is discussed and demonstrated through an application example.

3.2 Assembly Variation Analysis Considering Fixture Errors

Following the mechanistic simulation methodology developed by Liu and Hu

(1997b), the non-rigid sheet metal assembly process in a typical assembly station can be

modeled as a four step procedure (see Figure 2.4), i.e., placing cotnponents, clamping

components, joining cornponents, and releasing clarnps/fixtures.

It is inevitable that the fabrication error {õu} of components will cause the rnatching

gap between components and subassemblies after the components are loaded and placed

on fixtures using a locating scheme. In the meanwhile, the errors of f,rxtures {ô¡} that are in

the direction of flexible deformation, i.e., the out-of-plane fixfure variation would also

contribute to the matching gap. This gap shall be forced to close by deforming components

to the nominal position.

Suppose that {F,} and {F,} are the assembly forces that need to close the gap

induced by the fabrication error {ðu} of components and the errors of f,rxtures {õ¡},

respectively. The total assembly force {Fu} would be written as follows,

{F^}: {F"} + {Fr}
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where {F"} and {F1} can be computed according to the influence coefficient method which

is introduced in details in Section 2.3 (Li:u and Hu 1997b).

When using a joining method, such as welding, riveting, or gluing, to join two

cornponents, deformation occuÍs as the gap between components is closed. The total

assembly force {Fu} is still being applied. It is reasonable to assume that the spring-back

force {F*} is equal to the total assembly force {F"} when some fixtures are released.

Therefore, the final assembly variation {ô*} can be calculated by applying the spring-back

force {F*} on the assernbly structure.

3.3 Mathematical Optimization Modeling for Fixture and Joint Positions

ln this study, the simultaneous optimization problem of fixture and joining positions

for non-rigid sheet metal assembly can be described as the following: in the presence of

part variation and fixture variation, as well as the constrains frotn assembly process and

designed function requirernents, find the best locations of fixtures and joining points so

that the non-rigid sheet metal assernbly can achieve the minirnal assernbly variation.

Therefore, firstly the key to this simultaneous optimization problern is to set up the

objective function and corresponding constraints.

3.3.1 Objective Function

The characteristics of the CPs in non-rigid sheet metal assembly usually significantly

affect the farget value of the controlled variation, performance of component function, and

custorner satisfaction (Carnelio et a\.2002 a). The optirnization objective in this study is to

minimize the variations at these critical points to improve the assembly dimensional
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quality.

Suppose that there areT fixtures, and À joints in an assembly, the position of fixtures

andjointscanbeexpressedasavector V: {V,1,V2,...,V j,V¡*t,...4*r},whichhasV¡:

¡vi*, viy, virl, i:r,2,.., j, j+1,..., j+k.

According to the general computation formation of finite element analysis

KU:F* (3.2)

Where K is the total stiffness matrix of the sheet rnetal assembly

U is the vector of total node deformation

F* is the vector of spring-back force, which is equal to the Fu in equation (3.1)

For a given fixture layout and joint positions Z, the defonnation at each node can be

computed by applying the boundary conditions which correspond to both fixfure and joint

positions.

Assume there are r number of CPs; the deformation of r CPs in an assembly can be

extracted as

(J¡:l(l'* U', (J'r], i:1,2, ... ,r (3.3)

Confining the study only on the out-of-plane deforma|ion (z direction) while without

losing its generality, the total absolute values of assernbly variation of the r CPs can be

obtained as
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where the | ' I gives the absolute value.

From equation (3.2), it is known that the assembly variation is determined by the

positions of fixtures and joints. Therefore, equation (3.4) can be rewritten as

o = i l(J',1= f (V,,V r,...,V ,*o) (3.5)

Equation (3.5) is the objective function for the simultaneous optirnization problern of

non-rigid assernbly fixture and joint positions. The optirnal solution can be obtained by

rninirnizing equation (3.5) under certain constraints.

3.3.2 Constraints

In the fixture design process, the positions of fixtures and joints arelocalized at some

specific areas according to the design requirements (Rearick et al. 1993, Cai et al. 1996b).

For example, in Figure 3.1 the locators P t and Pz will be inside a square, and joint ,S will be

on a line segment.

Suppose the positions of7 fixtures and Àjoints will be selected in areas Qr and f)2,

respectively, we have

.[/ 
,(x,!,2) e Q, i =1, 2,..., i (3.6)

and

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1 Two sheet metal parts assembly

Meanwhile, in consistence with the specifications of product function and assembly

technique, any two of fixture/joint positions V¡, V,, should not be very close, and should be

kept a distance Z¡n.

llv,-f ,,ll'L,,, i,n=1,2,"',i,i +r,"',i +k (3.8)

3.3.3 The Mathematical Formation for Optimization

Therefore, the mathematical fonnation for simultaneously optirnizing the fixture

layout and joint position can be summarized as the following

Minimize o = Il U,,l= l(V,,V 2,...,V ,*o)

Subjectto: V,(*,y,2)e Q, i=1,2,..., j

l/,(x,!,2)e {t, i= i +1, j+2,...,i+k

llV ,-V ,,llt L,,, i,n =1,2,"', i, i +7'"', i + k

(3 e)

(3.1 0)

(3.11)

(3.r2)



From the above mathematical modeling, it is seen that this optimization problern has

following specialties:

1) The non-linear objective function is like a "black-box" function and its

properties are unknown.

2) The conventional gradient-based method is not suitable for this kind problern

since it only gives a local optirnum and the gradient calculated from FEA is usually noisy

and not reliable (Haftka et al. 1998).

3) Application of genetic algoritluls (GA) would be too cornputation intensive

since GA needs a large number of function evaluations, and in this case, a FEA is required

for each objective function evaluation.

In this chapter, a new effective global optimization algorithm, so-called the

mode-pursuing sampling method (MPS) (See Wang et al. 2004) is identified and utilized

to solve the optimization problem. The MPS algorithm was developed for expensive

"black-box" problems and seemed to be suitable for this problern under study. Details of

MPS will be elaborated in Section 3.4.

During the optirnization process, in order to ensure each fixture and joint position is

applied on the hnite element node, the rnulti-point constraint (MPC) method is ernployed

to avoid re-meshing the FEA model (Cai et al. 1996 b, Camelio et al. 2002 a).
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, d1 d2 ---

d : d1+d2+d3+d4

l,r1 :d1 /d, k!:d2ld, k3:dS./d, k4:d4/d

Figure 3.2Parameters defined for MPC

The basic theory of MPC method is illustrated in Figure 3.2. Suppose one locator P is

in a FEAelement, which has four nodes nl,n2, n3, and n4. The degree of freedorn (DOF)

inZ direclion fol these four nodes is w1, w2, w3, andw4, respectively. Then, the boundary

condition applied at locator P can be expressed as a linear function of wl, w2,w3,w4

wp : kl *w1+l¿*w2+k3 *w3+k4*w4 : constant (3. I 3)

where kI, k2, k3, k4 are coefficients, and k1+k2+k3+k4 : 1. ln this study, they

obtained by normalizing the computed distances between locator P and nodes nl, n2,

and n4.

3.4 OptimizationAlgorithms: MPS Method

The Mode-pursuing sarnpling method (MPS), which was developed by Wang et al.

(2004), is a general global optimization algorittun on any expensive "black-box" functions.

are

n3,
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The MPS is an algorithm based on sampling technology and it searches the design space

only with the objective function value and does not need any calculation of gradients. In

tenns of the total number of expensive function evaluations and the amount of

computation, the MPS is proven to be more effective than genetic algorithms when design

variables are a few.

Basically, the MPS originates from the random-discrefizalion based sampling

method of Fu and Wang (2002), which is a general-purpose algorithm to draw a random

sample frorn any given multivariate probability distribution. To differentiate points

evaluated by FEA frorn points calculated by an approxirnation model, we refer to the

fonner "expensive points" and the latter "cheap points." Suppose a functionfx) is to be

minimized in a compact set S (f): laa, bb]", andfx) > 0. The optimization procedure of

the MPS method can be described as the following steps:

1) Initialization

Firstly, based on function/(;r), rn unifonnly distributed expensive points xO , i:|, m

are initially generated on S(fl : ¡aa, bb]".

2) Construction of probability density function

An approximation function So(.r) can be obtained based on these m points, such as a

linear spline function Sr(x)

^Sr("): l; o; llx-x(i) ll

Subject to $(x(¡)¡: f(*(')), i:7, m

Then a noruregative function g(x) can be constructed on S(l):

S@): C6 - .So(x) I 0

where Co is a constant.

(3.r4)

(3. 1 5)

faa, bb]" by defining
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3) Sampling points by Fu and Wang (2002)'s rnethod

By applying the sarnpling algorithm of Fu and Wang, another m random sample

points Y(Ð, l:1, m are drawn frorn S(fl : faa, bb]" according to g(x). These sarnple points

tend to locate around the current maximum of g (x), i.e., the minimum of Sr(x). Then these

m points are evaluated by FEA and thus become expensive points.

4) Evaluation and stopping search

Combine the new ru points y(i) 1l :1, m) withthe old points x(t) 1i :1, m) together:X

: [X Y], and repeat Steps 2)-3) until a certain stopping criterion is met.

The above MPS optimization algorithm is proved to be very effective and applicable

in global optimum through testing with well-known benchmark problems (Wang et al.

2004, Shan and Wang 2005). ln this study, the MPS will be ernployed to simultaneously

optirnize the fixture layout and joint positions for non-rigid sheet metal assemblies.

Based on the mathematical optimizalion model and the MPS algorittun discussed

above, the overall simultaneous optirnization for the fixture and joint positions of

non-rigid sheet metal assemblies is implemented by integrating the finite element analysis

software ANSYS into the Matlab envirorunent. The workflow diagrarn is show in Figure

J.J.
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The basic computation procedure of the sheet rnetal assernbly variation ls

constructed as a batch file by using ANSYS, while the mainstream of MPS optirnizaTion

algoritlun is coded by applying Matlab. Because the basic FEA model for the assembly

variation computation is pararnetric, the Matlab based MPS optirnizer is able to update the

basic FEA model by changing its boundary conditions according to the given positions of

fixtures and joints until the optimum is obtained.

The proposed optimization flowchaú shown in Figure 3.3 provides a seamless

process to globally search the optirnal positions of fixtures and joints for non-rigid sheet

metal assemblies so that the assernbly variations at critical points are minirnal. The next

section will show an example to which the proposed method is applied.
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3.5 Application Example

An assembly of two identical flat sheet metal components by lap joints shown in

Figure 3.1 is employed to illustrate the proposed method. Assuming that these two

components are manufactured under the same conditions, their fabrication variations are

expected to be the same. The size of each flat sheet metal parts is 100x100xlmrn, with

Young's modulus E:2.62e+4 N/mm2, and Poison's ratio v : 0.3. The finite element

computation rnodel of the assembly is created in ANSYS. The element type is SHELL63.

The number of elements and the number of nodes are 1250 and 1352, respectively.

The fixture scheme N-2-1 (N > 3) is applied and thus the assembly is over

constrained. Two locators at P1(x1, x2) and P2(x3, x4) that are assumed having fixture

errors, as well as one joint S(x5) (as well as its symmetrical point S'with respectto the

part's centre line) are needed to be optirnized so that the assembly variation is satisfactory.

It is assumed that, according to the assembly requirements, locators P1 and P2 should be

chosen in a rectangle area, and joints S and S'should be on a line segment. Locator P1

should not be too close to locator P2, andjoint S also should be in a distance from other

joints. After assembling, locating fixtures P1 and P2 are released.

The initial conditions applied are: the fixture variation at locators Pl and P2 is lmm;

part vartalion at joint points that are indicated by "x" in Figure 3.1 is lmrn. So the

multi-point constraint (MPC) is applied respectively on Pl and P2 to avoid re-rneshing the

FEA model as the following is specified.

k1 *w1+1Q*w2*lc3 *w3+k4*w4 : 1 mrn
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The assembly variations at critical points CP1 and CP2 shown in Figure 3.1, i.e., the

absolute values of Ur, andÍJz,are determined by positions of P1 (xl, x2),P2 (x3, x4) and

S (x5). lJt,andlJ2.are extracted to forrn the optirnization objective value, and the design

variables are x1, x2,x3,x4, and x5, which are gathered into a vector X: lxl,x2,x3,x4,

x5l.

Suppose that we set up a constraint on locator P1 and P2: llPl-PZll > 10 rnm. The

search range is xl,x2,x3,x4e 120, 80] and x5e [10, 40]. Therefore, the rnathernatical

optirnization model for this specific example can be written as the follows

Subject to

By applying the proposed algorithrn that integrates the mode-pursuing sarnpling

method (MPS) and the FEM-based assembly sirnulation approach, the optirnal fixture and

joint positions are obtained as follows

PI: (66.44,26.38),p2: (63.63,52.24), S: 16.0

The minimal objective function value is

(3.22)

@n in : 0.148 run (3.23)

Minimize O(,Ð =l f¡'=tx)l+l(J' (x)l

(x1-x3)2 + (x2-x4)2 > 100

20 <x7,x2,x3, x4 < 80

10<x5<40

(3. 1 8)

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)
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Figure 3.4The iteration and convergence process of MPS

Figure 3.5 The optimal positions for fixfures Pl,P2 and joints S, S'
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The convergence process is shown in Figure 3.4.It took only 22 iterafions and 100

function evaluations (the times of f,inite element analysis) for MPS algorithm to obtain the

optimal results. The optimal positions for fixture PI, P2 and joint S as well as its

symmetrical S' are shown in Figure 3.5, and the assembly variation distribution under such

optimal fixture and joint positions is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 The assembly variation distribution under optimal fixture and joint positions

3.6 Summary

ln this chapter, the mathematical rnodel of the simultaneous optirnization ploblem of

the f,ixture layout and joint positions based on the non-rigid sheet metal assembly process

modeling was developed.

Unlike the most cuffent researches only focusing on fixtüe layout optimization, this
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chapter takes the fixture and joint positions into account as the sources of assernbly

variation and as the design variables, since they affect the final assembly dirnensional

quality, thus the factors from the design process fioint configuration) and the

manufacturing process (fixture layout) are combined together into one mathematical

rnodel. The Mode-pursuing sarnpling method (MPS) is rnodif,red and applied to solve this

optimization problem. The application example demonstrates that the proposed approach

is applicable and effective.

This work contributes to the study of the integrated sheet metal design and

production. It can be extended to a multi-objective optimization (MOO) problem which

includes structure durability, manufacturing cost, and so on.
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Chapter 4

Non-linear Sheet Metal Assembly Variation Analysis by Contact
Modeling

4.1 Introduction

A typical sheet metal assembly process starts with loading parts on a fixture,

followed by clamping parts in the fixture, jointing thern together, and f,rnally releasing the

fixtures and clamps, shown in Figure 2.4 (Liu and Hu 7997 b, Mattikalli et a|.2002).

It is known that the variation between parts and fixtures can cause gap or interference

in the joining area. Assernbly tools, such as welding guns and/or clamps, force the two

rnating surfaces together at the joiningarea. Non-rigid parts tend to deform during these

operations, leading to changes in contact conditions; whereas surfaces that stay in contact

rnay move apart producing gaps (Mattikalli et al. 2000,Lian et al. 2002).

Furthennore, depending on the joining method, complex rnulti-physical phenomena

may occur in the contact zones and/or joint zones, including a maferial plastic

defonnation, thenno-structure interaction, therrno-electrical-structure interaction, linear or

non-linear friction application, and so on. These non-linear characteristics make it difficult

to perfonn sirnulation and dimensional variation analysis for the non-rigid sheet metal

assembly.

Generally, nonlinear strucfural behavior arises from a number of causes, which can

be grouped into these principal categories, changing status (e.g. contact), geometric

nonlinearities and material nonlinearities. When a structure experiences large deformation,

its changing geometric configuration can cause the structure to respond nonlinearly.

Geometric nonlinearity is characterized by "large" displacernents and/or rotations.

Nonlinear stress-strain relationships are a com.mon cause of nonlinear structural behavior.
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Many factors can influence a material's stress-strain properties, including load history (as

in elastoplastic response), environmental conditions (such as temperature), and the arnount

of time that a load is applied (as in creep response). Situations in which contact occurs are

com.mon to many different nonlinear applications, such as material processing, products

assembly process and so on. Contact forms a distinctive and irnporlant subset to the

category of changing-status nonlinearities.

To date, most curent dirnension variation methods for non-rigid sheet metal

assernbly are based on linear elastic mechanics and the contact phenomenon is ignored.

There are only few reporls on the contact behavior in sheet rnetal assemblies. For instance,

Mattikalli et al. (2000) described an approach that involved a rnodel of contact between

compliant bodies based on variational inequalities to model the mechanics of assembly. By

solving a quadratic prograruning (QP) problem, the contact situation is resolved and the

rnechanics of parts during assembly is obtained. But the assembly variation issue was not

addressed in the study. Lian et al. (2002) studied the effect ofelastic contact on variation

transformation by a simple beam structure assembly. Dahlstrom et al. (2002) indicted that

the contact between curved flanges would affect the quality of sheet metal assembly, but

they did not further study this issue. Recently, Dalstrom and Lindkvist (2004) studied the

contact modeling in the method of influence coefficient (MIC) for variation sirnulation of

sheet metal assemblies. They developed a contact algorithm and cornbined with the MIC

rnethod to perfonn variation analysis. However, this method needs an extra complex

algorithm to conduct contact detection during the analysis process and is difficult to apply

in the industrial product design process.

ln brief, existing studies of the contact problem of the sheet metal assembly are
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fairly limited. The contact modeling method of non-rigid sheet metal assernbly towards

dimensional variation analysis is still under development. Areas that need fui1her

investigation include, for instances, establishing the contact model between the assernbly

surfaces, developing systematic and generally applicable analysis method and software

tools for assembly dimensional variations, and developing standard testing methods for

model verification and validation.

The objective of this chapter is to investigate the contact problern related to the

non-rigid sheet metal assembly variation analysis by applying numerical contact FEA

modeling validated by physical experiments. A non-linear dimension variation analysis

rnethod is developed by establishing the elastic contact model between the assembly

surfaces. The analysis method is implernented by applying ANSYS APDL. Due to the

cornplexity of the sheet metal assernbly process, this research focuses on the elastic

contact between the assembly surfaces. In order to make comparison, an example of two

sheet metal pafts assembly is used for the assembly dimensional variation analysis with

and without contact modeling, respectively. The physical tests are also performed to

validate the proposed approach.

4.2 General Description of Elastic Contact Problem

Consider a three dimensional contact problern (Hills 1992, Mijar and Arora 2000)

with friction befween two defonnable bodies QI (fargel) and Q2 (contactor), shown in

Figure 4.1. In the elastic bodies Ql and Q2, the boundary Ld and Ls are applied

displacements and forces/mornents, respectively. Candidate contact surfaces of the target

and contactor are denoted by Lc(l) and Lc(2), respectively. Define a common contact
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surface Lc,located between Lc(l) and Lc(2), and an orthonormal local reference (tl,t2,n)

on each modes, where (tl,t2) represents the plane tangent to the surface and n is the

outward normal to the surface.

Suppose that the displacement vector and contact force vectors in the orthonormal

local reference are u"(i): (u,¡(i), uo(i), un(i)) (i:1,2) and p":(ptr,ptz,pn) , respectively. Here pn

denotes the normal contact force, and the contact friction force pt is decomposed into

components ptr and pa.

Before conlact Afrer contacl

Figure 4.1 The elastic contact problern

To void penetration of the bodies into each other, the nonnal contact distance gn: :

un(r) - rrn{z)- do(where do is the initial gap), on the contact boundary Lc,has to be greater

than or equal to zero, i.e. gn à 0 (shown in Figure 4.1).

Contact between two bodies Q I atd 0: shown in the Figure 4.1 is now locally

characterized by a unilateral contact condition, a cornpression condition and a

complementary condition as follows:
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Since the components are either in a contacting situation or a separate condition.

The case gn : 0 and pn <0 characterises the contacting situation, and the case gn >0 and pn :

0 coresponds to the separating situation. The unilateral contact condition requires the

contact and target not penetrating each other. The compression condition shows that the

contractor and target cannot pull each other. Finally, the complementary condition

indicates that contactor is either separating from or contacting the target.

For the tangential contact on the boundary Lc, according the Coulomb's classical

friction law which has been used widely in engineering application, two bodies in steady

contact either stick to each other or they slip on each other, depending on the following

conditions:

Unilateral contact condition: gn > 0

Compression condition: pn < 0

Complementary condition: pn. gn: 0

lP,l<P lP" I (stickcondition)

I p,l :p 
I p"l (slip condition)

where p is the coefficient of friction, and | . I gives the absolute value.

1) Equilibrium equattons

o¡;+b¡:0

2) Strain-displacement relations

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

For the contact bodies shown in Figure 4.1, under the assumption of small

displacement, besides the contact condition above, the classical boundary value problem

(BVP) for this frictional contact system should include the following basic equations

(Hills 1992, Mijar and Arora 2000).
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e'¡:(ui;+u¡,i)/2 (4.7)

3) Constitutive equations

o¡: D¡u €u (4 8)

4) OnboundaryL¿

ui : üt Ø9)

5) On boundary L,

oü Nj: Ti (4.10)

where i, j, k, | :1, 2,3, which represents the three spatial coordinate directions,

respectively; o¡ is the stress tensor; e¡ is the strain tensor; D¡tris the elastic rnoduli tensor;

bi is the body force vector; ut is the displacement vector; \ is the unit vector on boundary

L,; u¡ is the given displacement on the boundary L6l and Ti is the given pressure on

boundary L,;

By applying the virtual work theory, the variational equality formulation for the

above contact BVP can be written as below:

G(u,ã|- [f"n6uds=0 (4.11)
Lc

where the function G is the overall intemal energy as caused by the contact,

defined as

G(u, ã.t) = Io, " 6eudQ - !ø 
. ãrdQ - [r . Aas Ø.r2)

OA¿s

Due to the fact that the contact zone and the rnagnitude of the contact forces are

unknown priori to the analysis, and large changes in the contact area are possible including

relative sliding with the Coulomb friction or possible separation after contact, it is thus
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generally diffrcult to solve an elastic friction contact problem.

Several numerical solution methods have been proposed to solve the variational

equation (i.e. equation (4.11)) of the elastic contact problem (Mryar and Arora 2000),

including penalty method, augmented Lagrangian method, Lagrange rnultiplier method

and augmented Lagrangian multiplier method. These methods, incorporated to general

FEA technology, are applied to solve the contact problern that involves complex geometry

shapes. Their characteristics are described as follows.

ln the penalty method, the accuracy of the solution depends on the choice of the

penalty parameter. Too srnall a penalty parameter may cause unacceptable error in the

solution. Also, the penalty method suffers from ill conditioning as the penalty parameter

becomes large.

The augmented Lagrangian rnethod is an iterative series of penalty rnethods. The

contact tractions (pressure and frictional stresses) are augmented during equilibriurn

iterations so that the f,rnal penetration is smaller than the allowable tolerance. Compared to

the penalty method, the augmented Lagrangian rnethod usually leads to better conditioning

and is less sensitive to the magnitude of the contact stiffness. The Lagrange multiplier

rnethod introduces new unknowns for each constraint. Therefore, it always increases the

dirnension of the system equations to be solved. For large-scale problems where the

contact surface consists of a large number of nodes, the number of unknowns introduced

by the Lagrange multiplier method is also large. This increases the CPU time to solve the

problem.

For the augmented Lagrangian rnultiplier method, both penalty parameters and

Lagrangian rnultipliers are applied, and penetration is adrnissible but controlled by
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allowable tolerance.

General-purpose FEA tools like ANSYS, ABAQUS, ADINA and I-DEAS have

implemented frictional contact algorithms by employing incrementalliterative procedures

(e.g. Newton-Raphson method) base on variational equality fonnation (i.e. equation

(4.11)). The nonlinear analysis process using the Newton-Raphson method is classified

into the following two levels of operations.

1) Load is applied in increments to account for the contact and friction

nonlinearity. That is, several substeps or time steps are required to define.

2) At each substep, a nurnber of equilibrium iterations are perfonned to obtain a

converged solution.

The Newton-Raphson equations at the i-th iteration within the tirne step n are

given as

where

K:,Lui = (F " ),, - (F B 
),,'

?..ri*, = ui + Au'

is the stiffness matrix at iteration i within time step n,

(4.t3)

(4.14)

(F " ),, is the applied

force vector at time step n, (F P 
) ,,' is the restoring force vector at iteration i within tirne

step n, and A ui is anincrement for the displacernent ui aT.the i-th iteration.

At iteration i within time step n, according to the theory of the finite element

analysis method (Rao 1999), the stiffness matrix and the restoring force vector in

equations (4.13) are assembled by using the strucfural finite elements and the contact

elernents as well. The Newton-Raphson iteration within tirne step n stops until the residual

vector R = (F o ), - (F P ),, is close to zero.
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Cunently, ANSYS supports node-to-node contact, node-to-surface contact and

surface-to-surface contact. In the contact solving process by ANSYS, the Gauss

lntegration Points (GIP) or the FEM nodes can be used to check the contact condition,

shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, respectively. The GIP is applied in the present sludy

since it generally provides rnore accurate results than the nodal detection scheme

(especially for the surface-to-surface contact model), and the nodal detection scheme

requires the srnoothing of the contact surface or the target surface, which is quite time

consuming.

Deformable solid

Gauss integratian 
-/ L Contactsegment

FD rnt

Target segment

Figure 4.2 Contact detection located at Gauss integration point (GIP)

Eigid/deformable body
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s--Def ormed

ïa rget surfa ce

R igid/defo rma ble bo dy

Figure 4.3 Contact detection point located at nodal point

4.3 Non-tinear A.ssembly Variation Analysis Method by Contact Modeling

It is well known that there are rnany contact pairs during the assembly process, such

as the contact between specimen surface patches, the contact between specimens and

fixtures, and the contact between the specimens and joining tools (like welding guns).

These contact pairs form contact chains that propagate, accumulate, and stack up the

dimensional variations. For non-rigid sheet metal assembly, assernbly defonnation makes

it rnore complex to model dirnensional variation propagation due to the fact that the parl

variations, tool variations, and contact defonnation are coupled with each other.

In this chapter, the assembly surfaces are supposed to be smooth, and the friction

contact between the surface patches is not considered. With the extension to the assernbly

process modeling for two sheet metal parts (see Section 2.3), a natural rnethod for

analyzing non-linear assembly variation by contact rnodeling is proposed, with the

workflow chaft shown in Figure 4.4.
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Çlarnping par-ts to nomínal posiÈion

Gap closed by joining/welding tools

Clamping force computing by FEA

Spring back calculaiion by contatrtFE-q

Outputtin g as s ernbly deformation

Identi$rrç the contact par

Desìgrrating conlacl and laget swfaces

D efining c ontact arid taget sr:rfac es

G enerating c ontact elernents

Setting the elernent key options
and real constants

Defining solution options ar:d load steps

App lyfu g nec es sar5r b oundar5z c onditions

Slovrrg the contact probeLm

Asser ¡rllly lr¡'ocess sinrr¡li¡Iion

Figure 4.4The workflow for non-linear assembly dimensional variation analysis by
contact modeling

Cornponents are loaded and placed on work-holding fixtures following the N-2-1

(N>3) locating scheme.

Supposing that the gap {ð"} between tv/o pafts due to part variations is needed to

close, and the clamping forces {Fu}, which is equal tofKr] {ôu}, can be calculated by FEA

([K,] is the part stiffness matrix).

After joining the parts and releasing the tools, the parts will generate elastic spring

back contact deformation. Assuming the contact force {F*} is equal to the clamping force

{F"} but with the opposite direction, i.e., {F*} : - {F"}, the assembly deformation can be
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computed by applying contact models between the assembly surfaces under the force

{F*}.

The entire analysis procedure shown in Figure 4.4 is implemented by using ANSYS

APDL code in the ANSYS envirorunent. The component joining process is simulated

through coupled nodes in the FEM model, while the tool releasing process is sirnulated by

removing the displacement boundaries at the released clamp / fixture points.

The procedure to conduct contact FEA analysis in ANSYS is described by the

following four steps.

The first step for creating contact model is to identify where contact rnight occur.

For non-rigid sheet metal assembly, the joint areas must be contact surfaces. However, it is

necessary to check ifother areas are supposed to contact during the assembly process.

Secondly, the contact and target surfaces are defined, and the contact elements for

each contact pairs are generated.

Thirdly, constants are set up to control the behavior of contact elements. These

constants include several element key options, such as the contact detection scheme, time

step scale, and the parameters of the contact algorithms, and so on.

Lastly, the contact algorithms are selected, and the contact stiffness for each

contact pair is determined prior to running the contact model.

ln general, it is difficult to "guess" a good stiffness value for contact elements. To

arrive at a good stiffness value, an iterative process is required and a "trial run" is first

conducted to estimate the two main control factors, the stiffness-scaling factor, FKN, and

the allowable maximum penetration factor, FTOLN.
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FKN determines the "step-size" for updating the contact stiffness automatically

during the FEA solutionprocess; it thus affects the efficiency of the solution process and

the final convergence. The range of this factor FKN is usually from 0.1 to 1.0. FTOLN

specif,res the tolerance level of penetration. If FTOLN is too small, it is hard for the FEA

process to converge, i.e., equation (4.11) is not satisfied, because ofthe presence of

penetration. On the other hand, if FTLON is too large, the result will show significant

penetration and affect the accuracy of the solution.

The "trial-run" process is as follows. Firstly, starl with a small value of FKN, for

instance, FKN:0.i. Secondly, run the analysis by a fraction of the final load until it is

just enough to get the contact fully established. Lastly, check the penetration level and the

nurnber of equilibrium iterations used in each sub-step. If the global convergence is

difficult to reach, gradually increase the value of FKN and FTOLN. If the penetration

level becomes acceptable, further increase of FKN may decrease the convergence speed.

After the values of FKN or FTOLN are determined, the full analysis is proceeded until

reaching the global convergence.

4.4Yalid.¡tion of the Proposed Approach: Simulation and Physical Experiments

4.4.1 A Simulation Example

An assembly of two identical flat sheet metal components by lap joints shown in

Figure 4.5 is employed to illustrate the proposed rnethod.

The surface A2 of one sheet metal part Q1 will tend to contact with the surface A4 of

another sheet metal parts Q2. These two components have the same size, 212.85

x!66.37x|.Z7mm,and the same Young's modules 2.06e+5 N/run2, and Poison's ratio 0.3.
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Figure 4.5 An assembly of two identical flat sheet metal pafts

The fixture scheme N-2-1 (N > 3) is applied, shown in Figure 4.6. The positions of

syrnbol 'o'indicate the f,rxture locations. ln part Ql, the fixtures Fl1 and F12 constraint

the movement in the X, Y and Z directions, while fixtures F13 and F14 only constraint the

movement in the Z directions (out-of-plane). In part Q2, the fixtures FZl and F22

constraint the movement in the X, Y and Z directions, while fixtures F23 and F24 only

constraint the movement in lhe Z directions. All pair joint spots as indicated by 'Ä' are

sirnultaneously assembled together. There are five critical points (CPs), pL,p2, p3, p4 and

p5 (shown in Figure 4.6), that are used to check the assembly dimensional quality.
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Figure 4.6The f,rnite element cornputation model of fwo sheet metal parts assernbly

The finite element computation model of the assembly of two flat sheets, shown in

Figure 4.6, is created in ANSYS by assuming that the small elastic deformation does not

significantly change the component geometry size. The contact model is created between

surface A2 and surface A4 (see Figure 4.5), and is marked by symbol 'C'in Figure 4.6.

The shell element type is SHELL63, the contact elernent type is CONTA174 and the target

element type is TARGE170. There are 6 pairs of nodes to be connected together in this

rnodel, corresponding to the 'Ä' symbols in Figure 4.6.

Suppose that the variation at the joint points in parl Q I is 2.4mm, but there are no

variations in the joint points in part Q2.

The nonlinear assembly dimensional variations can be computed in ANSYS APDL
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language by using an integrated procedure between sheet metal assemblies modeling and

the contact FEA (see Figure 4.4). When releasing the f,rxtures F13 and F14 in part Ql and

F23 and F24 in part Q2, the assembly dimensional variations distribution is obtained, as

shown in Figure 4.7 a). The assembly dimensional variation that ignoring the contact

between the assembly contact surfaces is also computed (Figure 4.7 b). Detailed

dimensional variation distributions in the assembly contact surface area obtained from

contact rnodeling and non-contact modeling are shown in Figure 4.8 a) and Figure 4.8 b),

respectively. The assembly variations in five CPs (shown in Figure 4.6) are extracted from

the computation results from contact modeling and non-contact modeling, respectively, is

sumrnarized in Table 4.1.

Comparing the computing results of fwo sheet rnetal parts assembly dirnensional

variation obtained by contact rnodeling and non-contact rnodeling, there is a difference

between the contact modeling results and non-contact modeling results. It can be seen

from Table 4.1 that the assembly dirnensional variations at these five CPs by contact

rnodeling are greater than by non-contact rnodeling. The reason can be found by checlcing

the assembly contact surface status in details. From the Figure 4.8 a) and the Figure 4.8 b),

we can see that there is penetration in the assernbly contact surface if we do not create the

contact model. In this situation, the assembly force can not be transferred very well

through the contact surfaces, resulting in poor calculation accuracy of the assembly

dimensional variation. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the contact rnodeling in the

analysis model when the assembly dimensional variation analysis with high prediction

precision is required. The proposed sirnulation procedure (as shown in the Figure 4.4)

provides an applicable way to meet such requirements.
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P1 P2 P3 P4 P5

Results by
contact
modelins 1.26987 0.97rts r.54927 1.7 5245 t.s20t7
Results by
non-contact
modelins

t.26834 0.96841 1.54833 1.14441 1.s 1181

Table 4.1 The assembly variations in five CPs by different modeling methods (Unit: mm)

4.4.2 Physical Experiments and Discussion

In order to validate the proposed approach for non-linear assembly dimensional

variation of sheet metal assemblies, physical experiments corresponding to the simulation

example that is explained in the Section 4.4.1 are set up.

Two stainless steel plates with a size of 212.85 xI66.37xl.27mm are made. Six

holes in each plate are drilled respectively. One end of one of the specimens is bent to

generate the required original part variation so that the variations in the joint points (i.e.

the centres of the six holes) are2.4mm.

The assernbly station with fixtures (shown in Figure 4.9) is also created and

equipped with the Checlanaker Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM) (Model 216-142

DCC) (shown in Figure 4.10), which is used to measure the assembly variations. The

Checkmaker CMM (Model 216-142 DCC) is a probe-contacting type of CMM. Its

resolution is 0.000020" (0.5¡rm), manual repeatability is 0.000i6" (4pm), repeatability is

0.00012" (3pm), and linear accuracy is 0.00018" + 0.000006" per inch. The accuracy of

CMM machine is sufficient to meet the requirements of the physical tests.
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Figure 4.9 The assembly station

Figure 4.10 The Checkmaker Coordinate Measuring Machine (CMM)
(Model 216-142 DCC)
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The procedure of the physical experiment is described as follows.

Firstly, the corresponding positions in these two sheet metal specimens were

identified and marked according to the coordinates of the five CPs in the simulation

example (Figure 4.6). Those two specimens were placed on the assembly station and fixed

by the designed f,rxtures (shown in Figure 4.9).

Secondly, the CMM machine was used to measure the flatness of the reference

plane in the specimens. The height of the fixtures was adjusted until the specimens were in

the same height levels (shown in Figure 4.10). After that, the sheet metal parts were bolted

together and the middle fixtures were released (Figure 4.11).

Lastly, the assembly variations of the five CPs in the assembly structure were

obtained with the CMM machine (Figure 4.I2). The average assembly variations at the

five CPs with f,ive measurements each are obtained, and listed intheTable 4.2.

Figure 4.11 Measuring the reference plane in parts to adjust the heights of fixtures

.lÈ)

#:.)
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Figure 4.12 Assemble the sheet metal parts together and release the middle fixtures

Figure 4.13 Measuring the assembly variation after releasing the fixtures



Critical points
The

rneasured
variations

tr)

Results by
contact

modeling
trn

Relative
errors ofII

to I (%)

Results by
non-contact
modeling

(m)

Relative
errors ofIII

to I (%)

P1 t.3s864 t.26987 -6.53374 1.26834 -6.64635
P2 1.01371 0.971t5 -4.19844 0.9684t -4.46873
P3 t.53771 t.54921 0.751767 1.54833 0.690637
P4 1.60122 1.75245 9.444673 t.74441 8.942556
P5 I .56184 L520t7 -2.66801 1.s 1181 -3.20327

Average
relative errors -3.20375 4.68517

Table 4.2 Relative errors of the simulation results to the physical test results (Unit: run)

The relative errors of the simulation results by contact model and non-contact

rnodel with respect to the physical test results are further calculated respectively, and listed

in Table 4.2. It can be seen that the simulation results agree well with those from the

physical test. Results in Table 4.2 also show that the simulation results by contact

rnodeling are closer to the physical test results (with an error of 3.20%) than those by

non-contact modeling (with an error of 4.68%). This difference suggests that the proposed

non-linear assembly dirnensional variation analysis approach by contact modeling is more

accurate than non-contact modeling since it simulates the real physical contact behaviour

of the sheet metal assemblies.

4.5 Summary

The elastic contact phenomenon in the sheet metal assembly process that affects the

assernbly dimensional quality is extensively studied in this chapter. A non-linear assernbly

dimensional variation analysis method is proposed by establishing the elastic contact

rnodel between the assembly surfaces. The simulation is implemented by applying the

ANSYS APDL programme. The assembly dimensional variation analysis with and
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without contact modeling is applied to a case study of an assembly of two sheet metal parts.

The corresponding physical experiments are also carried out. The test results agree very

well with the simulation results, proving that the proposed approach by non-linear contact

rnodeling is applicable and effective as well as with high precision for sheet rnetal

assembly variation analysis. Although the non-contact model works in many situations,

the contact problem should be involved in the assembly dimensional variation analysis

rnodeling when a high precision assembly is required.

The proposed method and analysis tools are applicable in engineering practice.

Moreover, this work not only gives us a deeper understanding about the non-linear

characteristics of sheet metal assembly variation, but also contributes to the research of the

non-linear product dimensional variation analysis and control.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions

5.1 Contributions of this Thesis

Dimensional variation analysis and process design for non-rigid sheet metal

assemblies has been a challenging problem and atlracted much attention over the past

years. Understanding the coupled propagation mechanism of dirnensional variations

during the assembly process and establishing the analysis methods are very irnportant in

non-rigid sheet metal product design and manufacfuring. This thesis presents a nurnber of

novel, systematical, and generally applicable methods for analyzing and optirnizing the

non-rigid sheet metal assembly variations. From the work in this thesis, contributions have

been made in following areas.

1) Fractal geometry is applied to model the variation of surface microstructure of the

assernbly components when the part vaúattons appear fracfal characteristics. The

influence of the variation of surface rnicrostructure of the assembly components on the

final assembly variation is studied by applying the finite element method (FEM). It is

found that different tool releasing schernes produce cluite different assernbly variation

distributions. With more fixtures released, the contribution of the variation of component

surface microstructure to the final assembly variation becomes more signif,rcant. Moreove¡

the final assernbly variation could be asymmetrical even under a fairly symmetric

assembly condition when the variation of surface microstructure of assembly components

is taken into consideration. The assembly variation caused from the variation of surface

microstructure of assembly components should not be neglected in an assembly process
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plan for high precision assemblies with very compliant components.

2) A new rnethodology based on wavelet transform is developed to analyze the

contribution of variation components with different scales to the final dimensional

variation for non-rigid sheet metal assemblies. The wavelet transform is used to identify

different scale components of part variation in the tolerance zone, while the finite element

method (FEM) is utilized to calculate the deformation of non-rigid assemblies that

corresponds to these different scale components. The integrated procedure of wavelet

transform and FEM for non-rigid assembly variation analysis is set up and irnplernented

by using ANSYS and Matlab. Basically, this methodology is more advantageous than the

approach based on the fractal geometry in that it can deal with all kinds of non-stationary

part variations, not only limited to the fractal variation. Since it is inevitable that the

uncertainties in manufacturing environment result in different scale structures of the parl

variation, the proposed methodology provides an interesting opporhrnity to identify the

components of large variation, to avoid such variations in the manufacturing process, and

to design a good process plan. The work on the wavelet-based method and the

fractal-based method contributes significantly to the research and application of the

detailed parl variation modeling in controlling the final assernbly quality.

3) A sirnultaneous optimization method for fixture layout and joint configuration is

developed since not only the fixture layout but also the joint configurations have impact on

the non-rigid sheet metal assembly quality. It is the f,rrst time that the fixture layout and

joint configuration are included in the optimization model and optimized simultaneously

for non-rigid assemblies. The global optimal solution is obtained by ernploying a new

global search procedure, the rnode-pursuing sampling nethod (MPS), which could
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significantly reduce the amount of computation while obtaining a global optimum.

ANSYS and Matlab are inÍegraÍed to implement the proposed FEM-based non-rigid sheet

metal assembly modeling and optimization algorithms. The simulation tests on an

assembly with two identical flat sheet metal components by lap joints demonstrate that the

proposed method is effective and reliable. This work provides the strategies and tools for

non-rigid sheet metal dimensional variation modeling and optimization, and contributes to

the integration research on the sheet metal product design (oints configuration) and

manufacturing (fixture layout).

4) The elastic contact phenomenon in the sheet metal assembly process that affects

the assembly dirnensional quality is studied. A non-linear assembly dimensional variation

analysis method is proposed by establishing the elastic contact model befween the

assernbly surfaces. The sirnulation is implemented by applying the ANSYS APDL

prograÍìme. The assembly dimensional variation analysis with and without contact

modeling is applied to an assembly with two non-rigid sheet metal parts. Sirnulation

results suggest that the contact problems should be considered in the assernbly

dimensional variation analysis rnodeling, otherwise the assembly contact surfaces in the

FEA based analysis model will penetrate each other and cannot well transfer the assernbly

force. The corresponding physical experirnents are also carried out. The test results agree

very well with the simulation results, proving that the proposed apploach is applicable and

effective for non-rigid sheet metal assembly variation analysis. The presented work

provides important insight on the non-linear propagation of the part variation through

assernbly contact surfaces. It also contributes directly to the non-linear dirnensional

variation analysis and control for the non-rigid sheet metal assemblies in that the contact
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modeling considers the fact that it is the contact surface that transfers the assembly forces.

Overall, the developed methods on assembly variation analysis and hxture/joint

position optimization for non-rigid sheet rnetal assemblies by ernploying fractal geometry,

wavelet transfotm, contact modeling, and global optimization algorithms have provided a

deeper understanding of the coupling influence of component flexibility, detailed part

variation, and assembly tool variations on the final assembly geometry quality, and the

non-linear behavior of assembly variation propagation in assembly process. The research

has basically enriched the study of integrated design and manufacture of non-rigid sheet

metal assemblies, and it can benefit both the academic research and industrial applications.

5.2 Future Work

The approaches and tools presented in this thesis are believed to be able to be further

extended. In particular, the fractal and/or wavelet transform based modeling method can

be applied to the optirnization problem of fixture layout that needs to consider the

microstructure of part variations; the assembly contact surface rnodeling and the

microstructure of part variations modeling may also be included in one non-linear

assembly dimensional variation analysis model. Furthennore, applying these analysis

methods to the f,ixture diagnosis (Camelio and Hu 2004) is also needed for further study.

In addition, the sirnultaneous optimization problem of the fixture layout and joint

configuration based on the non-rigid sheet metal assembly process modeling can be

extended to a multi-objective optirnization (MOO) problern which includes structure

durability, manufacturing cost, and so on. The optimization algorithrn for this MOO

problem is another interesting research topic.
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Meanwhile, the non-linear assernbly dirnensional variation analysis method by

elastic contact mechanics can be further investigated by considering more complex

physical phenomena in the assembly contact surface during assernbly process, e.g., the

thermal-elastic-plastic interaction.
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